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INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure investors are by nature long-term. In
allocating capital to assets that power communities
and societies, infrastructure investors are required
to think ahead and to envision how humans will
behave years and decades into the future. The
coronavirus pandemic has demonstrated that big
societal change can also happen quickly, and that
infrastructure must be able to adapt to these
changes just as swiftly. Nowhere has this been
more apparent than with digital infrastructure. As
we wade through the webinars, articles and long
reads, and live this pandemic trying to make sense
of what it all means, there is one unassailable fact
that stands out for those of us who think about the
world through an infrastructure lens: fast reliable
internet has powered the economic shutdown.
This month we spend some time considering how
the pandemic has elevated high speed fixed
broadband networks into the position of the
so-called fourth utility, alongside water, gas and
electricity networks. We look at the way demand
for the internet surged in the days and weeks after
global economies were shut down and assess how
well networks around the world coped. We
explore the rise of data storage as an infrastructure
investment and consider whether the recent
pandemic-induced taste of a slower, more
sustainable and flexible lifestyle will spur on the rise
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of the smart city. Finally, we pick up from last
month’s analysis of the short-term impacts of the
virus on infrastructure markets and consider some
of the longer-term implications of this shock.
Now is a very interesting time for infrastructure
investors. Unlisted infrastructure funding of
US$97 billion in 2019 was the second highest on
record (only $7 billion shy of the record set in
2018) highlighting the continued attractiveness of
the asset class. 1 With federal government balance
sheets taking on massive expansions in recent
months to fund support packages, it raises the
question of whether private investors will be called
on to shoulder a good portion of the much needed
infrastructure programs that will be implemented to
underwrite global employment and economic
growth. Infrastructure valuations have come off in
response to the shock and the trend of tightening
foreign ownership rules adds a curve ball to market
liquidity. The reality of climate change is either on
the backburner or front and centre – it just
depends on who you ask. Despite the different
views on this major issue, there is little
disagreement that the pandemic has underlined that
continued need for digital infrastructure.

Infrastructure Investor Fundraising Report FY 2019
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BROADBAND
NETWORKS

The impact of coronavirus on infrastructure
assets has certainly not been homogeneous –
different types of assets have been impacted in
different ways. Some assets saw demand drop
off a cliff, infrastructure assets that are not
demand driven (such as essential services and
contracted assets) experienced no significant
change at all, while other infrastructure assets
experienced a huge demand surge as life abruptly
shifted online.
As governments around the world implemented
mass lockdowns, white collar workers abruptly
left their offices and started working from home.
This mass migration meant that suburban
locations experienced a strong surge in demand
for fast and reliable internet to power
teleconferences, Zoom calls and general
connectivity to work systems and networks.2
While household access to fast and reliable
internet had been tested over the past several

years by the growing demand for entertainment
streaming services such as Netflix, the virtually
overnight shift of workers to their homes has
been the ultimate test of broadband capacity in
suburban locations around the globe.
Of course, it was not just workers relocating to
their homes – everything seemed to move online.
Schools closed and children moved to online
learning, doctors went virtual as telehealth took
off and people stayed home. Gaming and
streaming entertainment moved online as pubs,
restaurants, cinemas and theatres all closed their
doors. Figure 1 details the demand surge for
broadband services experienced by particular
providers in locations around the world as this
migration unfolded.
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Zoom went from 10 million daily meeting participants in
December 2019, to 300 million by the end of April 2020.
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Figure 1 – Digital traffic surges as the global economy shuts down

18 March: Facebook
reports ‘surges’ in
particular services
including a doubling
of calls on WhatsApp
and Messenger apps

20 March: British telecom
BT reported weekday fixed
broadband traffic increased
by between 35-60%
Five largest Spanish
operators report
40% increase in
traffic in March

18 March: Verizon
report gaming traffic
on its US fixed
network increased by
75% in a week

12 March: Telecom
Italia saw a 70%
surge in fixed
network traffic

7 May: Australia’s
broadband network NBN Co
records 26% increase in
peak download to 13.9
terabits per second.

8 May: New Zealand’s
Chorus releases April
data showing a 30%
surge in downloads on
the nation’s fibre
network

Source: Analysys Mason, BT, Chorus, Financial Times, Whitehelm Advisers

On the whole, it seems that existing networks
have held up, but there have undoubtedly been
performance issues as the pressure mounted.
British telecom BT reported in March that
weekday fixed broadband traffic increased
between 35-60%, peaking at 7.5 terabits per
second. However, this is still only around half
the average evening peak and well within the
networks 17.5 terabits per second capacity. 3

Similarly, in Australia, while demand has surged
due to lockdown restrictions, daytime usage has
remained well below pre-COVID-19 evening
peaks (shown in Figure 2 below). More
generally, broadband networks are built to
withstand the busiest time of the day (typically
9pm in the evening) and typically have latent
capacity to cope with demand surges.
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https://newsroom.bt.com/the-facts-about-our-network-andcoronavirus/
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Figure 2 – Australia’s NBN Co network usage – 24-hour usage patterns
Downstream

Upstream

Source: NBN Co

European digital networks bolstered resilience
during the initial phase of the pandemic by
calling on global streaming companies including
YouTube, Netflix and Amazon to reduce their
bandwidth by offering only standard definition,
rather than high definition, thereby reducing
demands on broadband networks. In addition,
in March the French Government requested
that the launch of the Disney+ streaming app be
delayed by two weeks as the lockdowns in
Europe were being implemented. Furthermore,
telecommunications companies more generally
have asked users to ration their uses, including
downloading during low-peak periods and using
landlines for voice calls where possible. These
actions significantly increased the performance
of Europe’s digital infrastructure at exactly the
time it was needed.
As much as we consider that global broadband
networks withstood the coronavirus-induced
demand surge, we also acknowledge that this
conclusion is high level and ignores granularity by
country as well as between urban and regional

areas. Figure 3 shows the disparity between
OECD countries in terms of the percentage of
the broadband network that is fibre, highlighting
the potential opportunities for investors in this
space to deploy capital. There are only nine
countries where fibre makes up more than 50%
of its broadband network, led by Korea (82%)
and Japan (79%), while the likes of Australia
(19%), the US (16%) and the UK (2%) lag well
behind the OECD average.
Figure 3 also highlights those countries that have
made significant investment into fibre networks
in recent years. It is particularly worth noting
Spain, where now more than 70% of its citizens
have access to fibre to the premises (FTTP),
largely as a result of a regulatory regime
designed to encourage investment in full fibre
networks over the decade following the global
financial crisis (GFC). New Zealand has also
undertaken massive investment, moving from
7.5% in 2015 to 48% last year.
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Figure 3 – Fibre connections as a % of total fixed broadband (OECD countries) – June 2019
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It is also interesting to note the divergence of
the Australian and New Zealand outcomes as
presented in Figure 3. Both countries started
out the 2010s with the intention of building
FTTP with varying participation from the private
sector. However a decision made by then
Minister for Communications and later Prime
Minister Malcolm Turnbull to roll back the
original intention of FTTP to reign in the cost of
the project and bring the completion date
forward meant Australia steered away from its
original course. As a result, Australia has ended
up with a Multi-Technology Mix (MTM), a mix
of Fibre-to-the-Curb (FTTC), Fibre-to-the-Node
(FTTN) and Hybrid fibre-coaxial (HFC), rather
than the original FTTP.
One last observation on Figure 3 is the position
of the United States, which is very low down
the list at 15.5%. Despite this and as shown in
Figure 4 below, download speeds in major US
4

https://www.brookings.edu/research/signs-of-digital-distressmapping-broadband-availability/

cities as the pandemic hit were within or close
to previous ranges (with the notable exception
of San Jose). However, Figure 4 also highlights
the differences in median internet speeds across
the US, and we note this is just between urban
centres. In the US, as in many other jurisdictions
around the world, rural communities tend to
have less access to fast broadband than their city
counterparts – the Brookings Institute estimated
that in 2015, around one quarter of rural
residents do not have access to 25 Mbps
broadband compared to less than 1% of city
residents.4 On the flip side, China has invested
heavily in its broadband coverage since 2013
with reports that 86% of the Chinese
population now have access to a fibre network,
including 96% of villages.5
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https://broadbandnow.com/report/chinas-fiber-broadbandapproaches-nationwide-coverage/
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Figure 4 – Change in median download speeds - major US cities: Pre-pandemic vs 9-16
March
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Source: BROADBANDNOW, Whitehelm Advisers

Given that the pandemic has underlined the
criticality of reliable fast internet, we consider
that the countries with less than adequate
broadband networks – in terms of coverage and
quality – will be looking to follow Spain, New
Zealand and China’s lead in shoring up this
critical infrastructure, including provision of this
service to regional areas. The raw economics of
building fast reliable broadband networks in
regional and remote areas are not likely to stack
up. Without proper government intervention, it
is hard to see private money flowing to solve
this problem.

However, the Spanish case-study demonstrates
that favourable regulatory frameworks specifically local loop unbundling regulation - can
successfully stimulate private investment in this
space.6 In addition, transaction structuring
whereby governments agree to first-loss
provisions may also prove effective to unlock
private capital flows and shore up national full
fibre networks.

6

Calzada, J., García-Mariñoso, B., Ribé, J. et al. Fiber deployment
in Spain. J Regul Econ 53, 256–274 (2018). https://doiorg.virtual.anu.edu.au/10.1007/s11149-018-9357-y
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Coronavirus underlines the importance of cybersecurity for digital infrastructure
In March 2020, tasked with the dual conundrum of protecting workers in a pandemic whilst continuing to
ensure reliable power and water supply, utilities worldwide pivoted to remote working almost overnight.
However, by providing employees access to critical networks from home, utilities significantly increased
their hacking risks. With ‘attackers… attempting to exploit the rush to remote systems, understaffed
facilities and new ways of working’7, it seems that these unsavory characters have also adopted the sage
advice of Sir Winston Churchill in embracing the opportunities of the coronavirus crisis.
The implications of cyber-attacks for utilities are more significant than ever, with hackers increasingly
targeting the operational technology (OT) of utilities – that is, the machines, systems and networks used
to generate, transmit and distribute - rather than information technology (IT), where historically hackers
have stolen data. Successful attacks on the OT of a utility could potentially result in the hijack of control
systems and logic controllers that operate critical infrastructure with the intent to cause physical damage
and outages.8
In a world where critical systems are interconnected and increasingly fragile because of this
interconnectedness, a successful cyberattack could result in outages, damage, human injury, and/or
environmental damage. These implications are widely known to utilities and businesses have plans in place
for business as usual times. So far so good – existing plans have proved successful with no public reports
of a successful attack to date even while the number of attempted cyber-attacks generally have increased
over the pandemic period.9 However, the experience of utilities through the pandemic does shine a
spotlight on the importance of robust cybersecurity measures for digital infrastructure, including assets
used to power smart cities.
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/why-covid-19-is-making-utilities-more-vulnerable-to-cyberattack-and-what-to-do-about-it/
8 https://assets.new.siemens.com/siemens/assets/api/uuid:35089d45-e1c2-4b8b-b4e9-7ce8cae81eaa/version:1572434569/siemenscybersecurity.pdf
9 https://www.ft.com/content/cbe2b35a-66d2-11ea-a3c9-1fe6fedcca75
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CLOUD COMPUTING AND
DATA STORAGE

Demand for cloud computing technology has
surged in recent months, due to the overnight
migration to working from home. That there is a
structural element to these changes provides
further tailwinds for this sector, whose tendency
to run on a subscription basis has largely
protected revenues throughout the economic

shutdown. For these reasons, the main players in
cloud computing industry –Amazon Web
Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud,
IBM Cloud and Alibaba Cloud – have generally
outperformed equity markets over the pandemic
period, as shown in Figure 5 below.10

Figure 5 – Cloud computing giants vs S&P500 since 1 June 2019
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Source: Bloomberg, Whitehelm Advisers.
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We note the exception of IBM which has been pulled down by
the impact of the pandemic on the non-cloud part of its business.
Cloud represents around 31% of IBM’s total revenue.
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This outperformance is reinforced in Figure 6,
which shows the global cloud computing ETF
(CLOU) materially deviate from the MSCI World
Index since the onset of the pandemic. CLOU
provides exposure more targeted to cloud
computing (compared to the big tech companies)
as the principal business of the companies

included in this ETF are computing Software-as-aService (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS),
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), managed server
storage space and data centre real estate
investment trusts and/or cloud and edge
computing infrastructure and hardware.11

Figure 6 – Cloud computing giants vs S&P500 since 1 June 2019
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The cloud computing market is worth almost
US$100 billion in annual revenue and is
dominated by AWS whose 2019 revenues
comprise around 33% of this market.12 However,
there are growing concerns about the geographic
location of data storage centres and the links of
cloud companies to China. This was highlighted
as the Australian Government rolled out its
COVIDSafe app last month and had to answer
questions on where this data would be stored as
it urged citizens to put aside their privacy
concerns and take one for the team by
downloading the app.

Data storage infrastructure has long had strategic
value to governments around the world. Even
before the virus took off, Australian Treasurer
Josh Frydenberg gave an insight into government
thinking on data centres when he said in
November last year that the government was
‘paying particular attention to investments in critical
infrastructure, be they the traditional areas of energy,
water, transport or telecommunications, or emerging
areas like data management’.13 There is growing
deal activity in this space too with several
significant data centre transactions over the past
six months, as highlighted in Figure 7.

11

13 https://www.infrastructureinvestor.com/data-centresdefined-as-critical-australian-infrastructure/

https://www.globalxetfs.com/funds/clou/
12 https://www.ft.com/content/6699593c-1780-11ea-9ee411f260415385
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Figure 7 –Overview of significant M&A activity in data centres since October 2019

October 2019
Digital Realty buys
European group
Interxion for US$8.4
billion, taking the
merged entity’s number
of data centres
worldwide to 260.

January 2020
Future Fund buys
24.1% stake in
data centre
provider
Canberra Data
Centre (CDC)
with a stake
worth more than
A$250 million.

May 2020
April 2020
Equinix and GIC
(Singapore’s sovereign
wealth fund) launch a
US$1 billion joint
venture to develop
and operate data
centres in Japan.

KKR announces it has
committed US$1
billion to form Global
Technical Realty
(GTR), a data centre
platform intending to
develop and build
data centres across
Europe.

October 2019

March 2020

April 2020

AMP Capital
buys cloud
computing
and data
centre provider
Expedient for
an enterprise
value thought
to be around
US$500 million.

Digital Colony
completes acquisition
of Zayo for US$14.3
billion, a digital
technology company
which includes 44
data centres.

Macquarie
Infrastructure and Real
Assets (MIRA) leads a
consortium to buy 88%
of AirTrunk, a data
centre firm valued at
around A$3 billion with
data centres in
Australia, Singapore
and Hong Kong.

Source: AirTrunk, Realassets, KKR, Digital Realty, Equinix, Digital Bridge, Whitehelm Advisers

We consider investment opportunities in the
data storage space will continue to grow, driven
by the combination of soaring demand, strategic
importance and the importance of provider
diversification.

Further, we see a growing case for so-called edge
data centres, which are data stores located close
to where the data is used. Edge data centres
address the strategic concerns around offshore
data storage as well as improving performance.
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THE RISE OF THE
SMART CITY

Densely populated cities have been hotspots for
coronavirus outbreaks, although the seemingly
obvious link between density and infection rates
does not necessarily hold. Highly populated cities
such as New York and London have dominated
headlines with soaring case numbers while other
dense cities such as Singapore, Seoul and
Shanghai have managed to control their infection
spread.
A key reason for this seems to be the use of data
in understanding the way humans interact and
how infectious disease spreads, particularly in
densely populated locations. In fact, economies
are tending to only consider reopening once
technology is in place to enable swift contact
tracing where new cases of COVID-19 are
identified. For these reasons, smart cities are
excellent at infectious disease surveillance – and
we saw this play out in China as the government
brought the virus under control by using its mass
surveillance capabilities.

Once the pandemic is behind us, smart
technology in cities will give people the
confidence to resume ‘normal life’ by staggering
human movement and tracing any outbreaks.
Longer term, smart cities will accommodate the
global trend of urbanisation by increasing the
efficiency of cities and making them more
sustainable. With the destructive power of
pandemics restored to living memory, we
consider infectious disease control will remain a
priority for governments and city administrators
over the coming years and decades, providing
another tailwind for the implementation of
smart cities.
Importantly, we note that smart cities need high
speed communication networks. Smart devices
can be used to adapt existing infrastructure but
they need robust digital networks to handle the
volume of data. In addition, having data storage
facilities in close proximity can increase the
efficiency of the smart city (for instance, edge
data centres work well in this these situations).
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While we consider the case for smart cities to be
compelling, there are associated risks that must
be mitigated - and the greatest of these is privacy.
Going back to our earlier comment on how the
Chinese government harnessed its pervasive
surveillance technology to stop the virus, most of
us living in western democracies feel a little
uncomfortable with such extensive monitoring.

Societies that can balance the benefits of smart
cities technology with the protection of the
privacy of its citizens will be best placed to
transform urban environments. It is likely that
younger people will be less worried about the
collection of their data, and this may explain why
Asian cities have been more successful so far in
implementing smart city technology.

APG and Whitehelm Capital established the Smart City Infrastructure Fund in November 2018, with the
objective of harnessing the power of digital infrastructure to enable cities and communities to become
more inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.
The first investment of the Smart City Infrastructure Fund, in partnership with SiFi Networks America is
the roll-out of FiberCity™ in Fullerton, California. FiberCity™ is a fibre optic open access network and it
is being installed along the streets of Fullerton using a technique known as microtrenching. Following the
installation of these cables, homes and businesses will be able to connect to the open access network via
their chosen internet service provider. This high-speed network – 1 Gigabit symmetrical capacity but up
to 10 Gigabit potential - does not discriminate, meaning every address in the city will have access to high
speed reliable internet underwritten by the fibre optic cables.
Once Fullerton’s digital network is installed, smart city initiatives will be implemented, including in areas
such as public sensors, traffic control signals, CCTV operations, streetlighting control systems and catch
basin flood sensors.
Whitehelm sees the Fullerton project as a blueprint for other cities around the world. The long-term
objective is for city residents and businesses - Fullerton but also other cities too - to have access to high
speed broadband that will power sustainable economic growth and provide better services while
improving the overall quality of life. From an investment perspective, Whitehelm focusses on the core
infrastructure characteristics of digital networks, including the quasi-monopolistic position, predictable
revenues with downside protection and high EBITDA margins.
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MACRO TRENDS
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR
INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTORS

Last month we took a broad look at the
investment performance of infrastructure since
COVID-19 infected global financial markets, and
found a tale of two sectors: GDP-linked
infrastructure is likely to remain under sustained
pressure until an economic recovery is underway
while availability payment and contracted revenue
assets have been largely resilient throughout this
crisis. But as the dust settles, we are now getting
a sense of the longer-term impacts of the
pandemic on infrastructure markets – for digital
assets as well as macro trends relevant at a
whole of portfolio level.

digital infrastructure is in its infancy when
compared to the networks of other utilities
(think water and gas pipelines and electricity
networks) and are typically designed to be ‘future
proof’. As the importance of digital
infrastructure has been highlighted, there has
been a flurry of activity in the digital space (as
well as the already in place move to 5G) and we
expect opportunities will emerge for investors
with dry powder ready to deploy. We consider
the pandemic has underlined digital’s place in a
diversified infrastructure portfolio as it cements
its role as an essential service.

Digital allocation
Firstly, as we have been discussing, digital
infrastructure owners have largely been
rewarded for the resilience of their assets during
the pandemic. Broadband networks, broadly
speaking, had enough latent capacity to cope with
the overnight demand surge relating to the
lockdown. In the case where owners and
governments were worried this may not be the
case, resilience-boosting actions such as changing
the way consumers and streaming services
interacted with the networks were undertaken.

Portfolio construction
We also wonder whether infrastructure
portfolios will increase their home country bias
because of the pandemic, and the already in place
drift away from globalisation. Governments now
have an even keener sense of which assets and
companies are of strategic importance, this
notion having been stress-tested by the
pandemic. It is likely that the number of assets
earmarked as strategic will grow and digital assets
will be well-represented in this. We see this
notion explicitly playing out in Australia now with
a recent change in rules meaning all foreign
investment bids require explicit approval from
the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB).

Whilst communication towers have been a staple
in many infrastructure portfolio for decades,
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This policy change was made at the end of
March, ostensibly to protect distressed businesses
and assets from fire sale takeover bids from
offshore entities however it has long-term value
in keeping strategic assets onshore as the
Australian Government looks to shore up
domestic capabilities. As we go to print, Australia
has announced a further tightening of foreign
investment restrictions, introducing a new
National Security Test for specific asset types
including energy, telecommunications, ports,
water and data sectors.
Similarly, the European Union issued its member
states with new guidance on foreign investment
screening in March, aimed at protecting
companies and critical infrastructure in the wake
of the unfolding health tragedy. Spain introduced
a temporary rule requiring approval for all nonEU direct investment in strategic sectors including
energy, transport, water, health, data processing
or storage and a vast range of other industries
and sectors.14 France, Italy and Germany have
also tightened restrictions around foreign
investment in the past two months.
We expect this sentiment to prevail around the
world, meaning investors will have greater access
in their country of domicile. The other side of
this of course is that investors will have less
access to assets in foreign countries and this has
implications here for general market liquidity as
well as geographic diversification of portfolios.
Another possibility is that the world does not
fracture along state lines but instead by region,
and this would dilute these effects somewhat.
Recovery infrastructure
Infrastructure is likely to be at the heart of fiscal
recovery packages from governments around the
world. We are at a pivotal point in history
whereby there is significant debate as to whether
such public spending might be constrained by the
massive balance sheets recently amassed by
14

https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/insight/publications/2020/
03/covid19-impact-governmental-foreign

global governments. Private investors will
perhaps play a key role in sowing these seeds of
economic growth and we do not consider it
outrageous to expect these conditions to fuel a
new wave of privatisation as well as public/private
partnerships. On the other hand, Modern
Monetary Theory (MMT) might now be fully
unleashed and private investors crowded out of
infrastructure markets as big government (even
conservative and liberal ones) makes a comeback.
A corollary of heading down an MMT path of
mammoth public debt are inflation risks. For this
reason, infrastructure investors should now be
thinking about how much inflation protection
they currently have in place and whether this
needs to be increased over the next year or two.
Superpower war
There is also growing uncertainty on the global
world order - the geopolitics of a global
pandemic that ostensibly started in China and
went on to decimate the US in an election year
has massive reverberations for global hegemony.
What this tilt in the global power structure
specifically means for infrastructure portfolios is
not yet clear however there is little doubt that
the rivalry between these two powers will play
out in the digital sphere.
As discussed earlier in this article, China’s
broadband network is far superior and broad
reaching than that in the US due to significant
investment over the past five or so years.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative continues to pour
money into infrastructure projects in more than
70 different countries around the world. While
the digital part of this super program has lagged
its spending levels on other infrastructure, new
data suggests this is shifting with capital being
allocated to a broad range of digital projects
including fibre-optic cables, cloud computing, big
data and smart cities projects.15
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https://www.economist.com/special-report/2020/02/06/thedigital-side-of-the-belt-and-road-initiative-is-growing
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Feature Article: Infrastructure Resilience In Uncertain Times

CONCLUSION

There is no doubt the real infrastructure story of
the pandemic has been digital, and the way
networks and storage facilities have proven their
futureproof credentials by facilitating workers to
keep the economy going at home throughout the
shutdown. But there is still much investment
needed in digital infrastructure around the world.
Urban residents in developed countries have
generally been able to access fast reliable internet
throughout the pandemic. Less so for regional
and rural residents, and people in countries with
less fibre coverage (typically but not always in the
developing world). The pandemic has also
underlined the critical nature of cloud computing
and data storage, and the strategic nature of
these assets. As countries around the world look
inwards now to shore up domestic capability
following the great stress test of 2020, we
consider it likely that governments will seek to
boost local capacity.
Of course, the move to digital has been
happening for some time and the pandemic has
accelerated this existing trend. But this hastening
does give us pause to think forward and consider
what an infrastructure portfolio will look like over
the coming decades. While we consider that
future portfolios will continue to hold assets like

utilities, transport and energy assets, we also
expect that these assets will become more digital,
adaptable, sustainable and resilient over time.
Renewable energy assets will increase in
allocation size, transport assets will be electrified,
and digital assets will become a core element of
the portfolio.
The move to smart technology will transform
traditional assets and make them fit for purpose
for tomorrow’s cities. Network assets will be
more cloistered to buffer them against the
fragility of interconnectedness. Asset
management will continue to bolster
cybersecurity protections to ensure resilience
against increasingly sophisticated attacks. We also
consider that governments with bulging balance
sheets may look to tap private investors as
partners in social infrastructure assets like
hospitals, schools and social housing. The
transition to a low carbon economy will require
that asset valuations incorporate the full cost of
emissions. And we also expect that assets will be
physically reinforced to cope with extreme
weather events as well as the day-to-day stresses
of hotter temperatures.
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Human lives are better when infrastructure
functions efficiently, adapts to change and
demonstrates resilience under pressure. The
pandemic has stress-tested the resilience of digital
infrastructure assets around the world, and
largely these assets have been up to the task or,
at the very least have been able to adapt to keep
things going. Much of the world’s core
infrastructure – things like roads, electricity
networks and water utilities – have been built
using the same structural principles that have

been used for decades (or even longer), albeit
updated with new technologies. But as
technology continues to disrupt traditionally
stable sectors, existing infrastructure will have to
be adaptable and new infrastructure must
embrace the realities of digitalisation, automation
and a changing climate. There are lots of lessons
for infrastructure investors from this cruel and
brutal pandemic - but we think the key one is to
go long digital.
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